
Working together for people 
with brain injuries
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savemybrain’s objectives are: 
• to plug gaps in the care available following a head injury
• to improve support services for people with brain injuries
• to reduce the incidence of head injury

savemybrain supports
• children and adults who need additional help as a result of an acquired brain injury  
• activities, projects and research aimed at improving the lives of people living with a brain injury
• activities, projects and research aimed at preventing head injury

savemybrain is an international foundation which works to support measures  
aimed at preventing head injuries and improving the quality of long-term 
care services.

savemybrain is a not-for-profit foundation established in 2018. It offers a firm foundation from  
which to permanently improve the lives of and outlook for people with brain injuries and support 
preventive measures.

The savemybrain foundation operates both nationally and internationally.

Head injuries are one of the most common reasons for requiring treatment following an accident.  
Our brains are complex organs, and brain injuries often have severe, sometimes lifelong, consequences. 

It is savemybrain’s declared objective that children and adults with head injuries should systemati-
cally receive the best possible care. 

Just as important from our perspective is prevention and working to ensure that head injuries do not 
occur in the first place.

Over 100.000 children 
undergo medical treatment for a head injury every year.

foundation for
prevention and a�ercare
of head injuries

savemybrainfor national and  

international projects 

and activities

in the fields of care  

and prevention

to prevent and provide the  

best possible care and treatment  

for people with head injuries.

Support
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Prevention – still plenty of room for improvement

Our vision: to minimise the number of head injuries and their consequences

savemybrain places a strong emphasis on supporting activities, projects and research efforts aimed at 
preventing head injuries and their consequences.

From nursery, to school, to road safety, there are endless opportunities for making people aware of the 
dangers of and first aid measures for head injuries.

Do you have an idea for preventing head injuries? 

Tell us about it – we’ll take a look and see if we can support you with it!

Not all head injuries and their consequences 
can be prevented. But many can.

Head injuries often come about from normal everyday situations.

100.000 head injuries requiring treatment in children alone – that’s far too many. In addition, many 
people fail to seek immediate treatment after suffering a head injury, resulting in unnecessary 
further damage.

When it comes to preventing the far-reaching consequences of head injuries, education about the 
dangers, protection and first aid is crucial.
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Ida had always been a maths whizz.
But since her accident, she finds it hard to concentrate.

savemybrain supports the creation of a nationwide advisory service for people with a brain injury 
(e.g. through Bundesverband Kinderneurologie-Hilfe e.V.) and activities aimed at ensuring that  
advisory services are comprehensive, are provided by appropriately qualified staff, and offer advice 
and information in a form which ordinary people are able to understand.

savemybrain is committed to ensuring that appropriate rehabilitation measures are available to  
people with a brain injury and that they are supported in finding the right specific measures.

savemybrain supports measures that provide people with a brain injury with support in dealing with 
their change in circumstances on a day-to-day basis.

savemybrain works to promote research and to support the integration of theoretical and practical 
knowledge. We promote information sharing and networking between professionals and between 
project owners at both national and international levels.

• Families affected by a brain injury require extensive support and 
information – both in the immediate aftermath of the injury 
and beyond.  

• Access to appropriate rehabilitative measures plays a major role 
in helping this complex organ to recover. 

• For someone with a brain injury, mastering everyday activities 
in the immediate aftermath of the injury and returning to work 
often pose major difficulties.

• Long-term consequences are often not recognised as such and 
are not properly treated.

• Given the complexity of the potential consequences of  
brain injury, healthy information sharing between medics and  
scientists is indispensable.

Long-term support for people with head injuries – needs and objectives

 •   
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… shouts Felix, as he sets off on his bike to a nearby friend’s house. But on the way, he falls and hits 
his head on the curb, leaving him lying motionless in the road. Felix is found by his parents. He wasn’t 
wearing a helmet and has suffered a serious head injury.

A doctor provides emergency care by the roadside and takes him to the nearest hospital. He has 
bruises and fractures, but it’s his head injury that’s the real cause for concern. Following emergency 
surgery, it is several days before Felix regains consciousness. It is a week before he responds when 
spoken to, but he is disoriented and restless, and has no memory of the accident. 
The doctors arrange for him to be transferred to a paediatric rehabilitation centre 100 km away,  
where Felix is to undergo intensive training to relearn key skills and functions.

Felix ends up spending nine months at the rehabilitation centre. Day by day he makes painstakingly 
slow progress, suffering numerous setbacks along the way. His life, and the lives of his parents and 
siblings, have been changed forever.

„Ich bin sofort zurück“…

Case study: Eva, 2

Eva was out for a walk with her 4-year-old brother and grandfather. A moment of inattention and 
the curious two-year old was gone. It was her brother who found her, a little time later, in a cow field, 
covered in blood. A cow had rammed one of its horns into poor Eva’s head. Eva was taken to the  
nearest hospital and then by helicopter to a nearby university hospital. Her life hung by a thread.  
She underwent a lengthy operation, which doctors gave her little hope of surviving.

Only two percent of patients survive a brain injury of this kind, but Eva recovered quickly.  
She woke from her coma after two days and was back home just three weeks later. From a medical 
perspective, she appeared to be recovering well. It was clear that Eva would never go back to her  
old carefree existence. And although since the accident she has had to wear a plexiglass headguard 
at all times, everyone seemed confident that she had come away from the experience with little  
more than a black eye.

Until her mother started to notice just how much Eva had changed. The old sleepy Eva had turned 
into a restless little girl who was always on the go, talked non-stop, and slept just two hours a night. 
Her coordination had also deteriorated. Experts determined that Eva had symptoms of ADHD,  
without realising that these were a delayed consequence of her brain injury. 

The troubled circumstances took their toll on every family member. Eva’s brother, traumatised by the 
sight of Eva covered in blood after the accident, started wetting the bed and developed a speech  
problem. Eva’s mother found herself spending all her time looking after her children and suffered 
from a lack of sleep, while her father had his hands full at work.

The worry, the change in their circumstances, and the challenges it brings pushes the family to  
the limit. The parents take it in turns to be with Felix during his stay at the rehabilitation centre.  
His siblings are looked after by friends, neighbours and relatives.

Over time Felix has succeeded in relearning many things. Nonetheless, he still has some deficits which 
mean his day-to-day life is completely changed. Despite attending a hospital school, Felix is unable to 
catch back up with his fellow students and is unable to return to his old school.

How a short walk can change a life in a heartbeat ...An accident can happen in just a second  
– a second that changes a life forever.

Case study: Felix, 9
“I‘ll be right back ...”
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savemybrain provides funding to help people with brain injuries get access to the help they need.

Funding can be provided for all measures which help patients and their families in the period imme-
diately following an injury, during rehabilitation and in their day-to-day lives. One of savemybrain‘s 
aims is to strengthen the network of expert advice centres in order to support patients and their 
families in areas including:

• finding their way through the healthcare system
• with the extensive paperwork for health insurers and other sources of funding
• organising their day-to-day lives in extreme situations and in light of their changed circumstances
• having an expert to talk to for all questions and in all circumstances
• managing the return home, including organising any ongoing treatment required
• at home, in consultation with their doctors
• getting in touch with appropriate schools
• putting them in touch with education or psychology services

As the above case studies clearly illustrate, the families of people who have suffered a brain injury 
need a great deal of information, advice and support – and not just in the acute period, though this 
does tend to be a particularly difficult time. Many difficulties can arise during rehabilitation and when 
returning home, and families will often need professional assistance with these.

For many families, finding their way through the jungle of care services can be extremely difficult. 
Help in finding the right people to talk to, doctors and therapists is just as important as emotional 
and organisational support.

How savemybrain can help

A head injury turns your and your family’s world 
upside down.

Getting back to normal life

Felix, Eva and their families have now learnt to deal with their 
changed circumstances and to incorporate the changes into  
their day-to-day lives. They are grateful for the support they recei-
ved from advice centres run by Bundesverband Kinderneurologie-
Hilfe e.V. 
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The management board

acts as legal representative for the foundation and manages the foundation in accordance with its 
statutes. Its members have a duty to administer the foundation and its assets conscientiously and 
economically. The management board consists of:

The foundation board

ensures that the foundation continues to act in accordance with the founder’s intentions.  
The management board and foundation board work closely together for the benefit of the foundation.  
Together, they determine the principles behind and areas of focus for foundation activities.  
The foundation board is made up of volunteers. The foundation board, which combines administrative 
and brain injury expertise, is made up of:

Michael Radix
Chairman of the foundation board,  
member of the Bundesverband Kinderneurologie-Hilfe e.V. management board

Michael Beimdiek
Deputy chairman of the foundation board,  
member of the Bundesverband Kinderneurologie-Hilfe e.V. management board

Hans-Dieter Hochgräf
Member of the Lebenszentrum Königsborn gemeinnützige GmbH management board

Dr. Ralf Rittmeyer
Lawyer at STAUBACH & RITTMEYER, Dortmund

Dr. Ingo Schmehl
Director of the Neurology Department at Unfallkrankenhaus Berlin

Gertrud Wietholt     
Management board
Head of Beratungsstelle Kinderneurologie-Hilfe Münster e.V. for the last 34 years
Member of the Bundesverband Kinderneurologie-Hilfe e.V.  
management board since its foundation in 2011

“The savemybrain foundation represents a great opportunity to create a structured brain injury  
advisory service for both children and adults.

This will enable better management of preventive efforts, initiation of appropriate diagnostic  
procedures and navigation of complex therapeutic pathways. A broad range of experience in all  
areas is assured.”

Dr. Ingo Schmehl

A charity is only as good  
as its people.

Foundation bodies – management and foundation boards
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The board of trustees

has the role of advising the management board on key issues and initiating activities directed towards 
realising the objectives of the foundation. The board of trustees is made up of public figures who feel 
a particular commitment to the aims of the foundation. With a variety of backgrounds, the founda-
tion benefits from the individual perspectives of trustees who are highly motivated in supporting the 
foundation’s purposes to the maximum extent to which they are able.

The board of trustees is made up of volunteers.

The board of trustees is made up of

Dr. med. Micha Bahr
Director of the Department of Paediatric Surgery  
at Klinikum Ingolstadt GmbH

Christian Bremicker
Managing partner at ABUS August Bremicker Söhne KG

Prof. Dr. med. Axel Ekkernkamp
Medical Director and Managing Director  
of Unfallkrankenhaus Berlin

Thomas Keck
First Director at Rentenversicherung Westfalen

Ilona Renken-Olthoff
Managing Director at MSH Medical School Hamburg,  
University of Applied Sciences and Medical University, and  
BSP Business School Berlin, Hochschule für Management

“The savemybrain foundation has exactly the right focus 
when it comes to minimising the consequences of head 
injuries – prevention.
The foundation’s international, solidly scientific outlook  
ensures that there is also a strong focus on long-term care 
and inclusion.”

Prof. Dr. med. Axel Ekkernkamp

A charity is only as good 
as its people.

Foundation bodies – the board of trustees

Christian Rothe
Member of the executive board at ABUS  
August Bremicker Söhne KG

Dr. Claus Weth
Health scientist, former Managing Director of the German Healthy 
Cities Network, municipal health strategies consultant

Dr. Leon Windscheid
Business psychologist, entrepreneur, author
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savemybrain partners – working together for a common goal

With strong partnerships with organisations such as acute care centres, rehabilitation centres, and 
advice centres, we can deploy the right means to foster the right expertise, to achieve more with less. 
By working closely with the Stadthelm project, we have been able to promote voluntary use of cycle 
helmets both nationally and internationally. The safe, stylish Stadthelm helmet is a physical product 
with a presence, thanks to its customisability, in more than 170 towns and cities across Germany. 

Without financial and other support from our partners, our ability to pursue our objectives of preven-
ting and providing long-term care for people with head injuries would be much more limited.  
Primary partners like ABUS, August Bremicker Söhne KG in particular help create a firm foundation 
for our work.

But there’s still a long way to go. As a non-perpetual foundation, to be able to continue to provide 
assistance for people with head injuries in the years to come, we need more primary partners and 
supporters.

savemybrain was founded by Bundesverband Kinderneurologie-Hilfe e.V. in 2018 as a non-perpetual 
foundation. Bundesverband Kinderneurologie-Hilfe e.V. is a nationwide organisation for children with 
acquired brain injuries following a head injury, and benefits from the many years of experience gained 
by its founding member, Kinderneurologie-Hilfe Münster e.V. In the area of prevention, Bundesver-
band Kinderneurologie-Hilfe e.V. has worked with communications agency pars pro toto GmbH and 
commercial partner ABUS to develop the nationwide Stadthelm prevention and fundraising project, 
which has now also successfully expanded internationally.
Experience has shown that the kind of task we have set ourselves is not something that can be 
tackled alone. It takes cooperation, powerful partners, lots of support and many helping hands.

Want to join us as a savemybrain partner?

We would love to have your support! So please do get in touch!

Contact

savemybrain foundation

Friedrich-Ebert-Straße 116
D - 59425 Unna
Germany
info@save-my-brain.com

Gertrud Wietholt 
Management board

Tel.: +49 (0) 177 79 94 760
Fax: +49 (0) 2303 96 70 227
wietholt@save-my-brain.com

History of the foundation

If you want to go fast, go alone.
If you want to go far, go together.  African proverb

stadthelm.de
Präventions- und Charityprojekt 

zum freiwilligen Helmtragen.
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Because our work is financed by donations and endowments, the savemybrain foundation is reliant 
on your help. 

Your donation can help us finance and develop ongoing projects and pursue new initiatives. 
Every donation, no matter how small, ultimately helps to improve the long-term circumstances of 
people with brain injuries and to raise the profile of brain injury among the public and politicians.

Help that gets to the point

Whether you’re a private individual, an organization or a company, if you want to make a financial 
contrition to the savemybrain foundation’s work, we would love to have your support. You can rest 
assured that your donation will be used in keeping with the goals of the foundation and will benefit 
people with head injuries.

We are constantly impressed by the inventive ideas people come up with to celebrate, raise money  
or help out – from birthdays, neighbourhood parties, school fêtes, sporting events and flea markets,  
to concerts, anniversaries, exhibitions and church festivals, every bit of help is welcome!

Businesses who make a donation to savemybrain instead of, for example, sending their customers 
promotional or Christmas gifts, are also a great help to us.

We appreciate every type of support, from one-off to regular monthly donations. 

Donations to the savemybrain foundation are tax deductible. We will automatically send you by post 
a receipt for your donation for submission to the tax office. Important: please ensure you enter your 
name and address. 

The tragic thing about experience is 
that you gain it only after you would have needed it.  Nietzsche

Donation account

savemybrain
Kreis- und Stadtsparkasse Unna-Kamen
IBAN: DE 52 4435 0060 1000 4878 25
BIC: WELADED1UNN

Reference: savemybrain, your name, your address

Even the smallest donation is a big help.



Address 

savemybrain foundation
Friedrich-Ebert-Straße 116

D - 59425 Unna

Germany

T +49 177 79 94 760

F +49 2303 96 70 227

info@save-my-brain.com

www.save-my-brain.com
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“One day I’ll wear the yellow jersey”
– that was Marc’s big dream.

Too many dreams have been wrecked by a brain injury.

Donation account

savemybrain
Kreis- und Stadtsparkasse Unna-Kamen
IBAN: DE 52 4435 0060 1000 4878 25
BIC: WELADED1UNN


